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It is my privilege to welcome you to this year’s Memorial Cup.  It’s hard to believe we are now 18 years into this venture, but that’s simply a credit 
to God and what He has done to keep it going all of these years. We’ve certainly had our challenges this year, and I want to 
express my appreciation to you all for remaining committed to this event.  Please join me in extending appreciation to Tom Gober, Marc Robillard, 
and Mitchell Manry.  Tom has officially taken part in 17 of the 18 tournaments and Marc has been a participant in 15 of the 18.  Mitchell has served 
in the role of Commissioner for 15 of the 18 years.  Words cannot express how much I appreciate the support and dedication from these three guys.  

2020 has been a tremendous year for SBS Golf.  Just six months ago, my wife, Leslie Gober began volunteering 20 hours per week to this ministry, and the fruits of her labor are paying 
off in a significant way.  We’ve added more tournaments, we’ve written five new educational seminars (one seminar offered at each tournament), and we’ve established a variety of 
new strategic partners that have made their products and services available to our golfers.  Please take a moment and read about these exciting new additions to the ministry: 

Click Here for Our Tournament Schedule.
• Our original schedule of 6 six tournaments will be modified due to the C-19 pandemic, but we anticipate holding at least 4 of the 6 that were originally planned.  
• The 2020 Joshua Cup was amazing. 32 of the nation’s best junior golfers competed at RTJ Capitol Hill, with the Cup decided on the last hole! Read about it by clicking here. 
• The launching of our newest tournament, The Legends Cup Sr. Men’s Team Match Play, will be rescheduled for later this year.  
• Our partnership with Southern States Jr. Classics has opened the door for us to co-host three of their tournaments, where we will also offer one of our Christ-centered seminars. 
Click Here to Visit our Clubhouse
• Golf Mental Assessment:  This is a behavioral-based golf assessment that will generate a 20+ customized report teaching you a lot about yourself and providing powerful tips and 

recommendations for you to consider implementing.  $30 of every purchase is donated back to the ministry.  
• Preferred Instructor Network:    We’ve established a network of the nation’s best golf instructors that also share our core beliefs and values.  
• Lifestyle Caddy Program:  This is our version of a lifestyle coach and has been one of the most impactful programs of the ministry in the last six months. 
Click Here to Visit our Pro Shop
• Christian Book is a great resource for books, study guides, and much more, and will donate a portion of all sales back to Step by Step Golf.
• PURE!  Checkout the all-natural, handmade artisan products available through this unique bath and body shop.  10% of all purchases are donated back to the ministry.  
• Lifesource Vitamins:   This is a MUST see!  Please shop the site for hundreds of vitamins and supplements that do not contain the “junk” often found in over-the-counter products at 

your local retail store.  Lifesource Vitamins is in the wellness business, not the network marketing business like so many others.   And, Lifesource will contribute 20% of all purchases 
back to Step by Step Golf when buyers choose us from the drop-down menu at checkout.  

My anticipation and excitement leading up to this year’s Memorial Cup is greater than I can remember in recent years.  Maybe it’s because of the pandemic and I’m ready for the 
fellowship we will experience.  Maybe it’s because last year’s epic comeback by the Nationals was one for the ages!  Maybe it’s because I fully trust that God will make an impact on us 
this year like never before.  Whatever the reason, it’s that time of year again, with the Cup just around the corner, and I can’t wait to see you all at Old Waverly.  

Trusting in Him,
Todd 

Step by Step Golf Welcomes You to the 18th Annual Men’s Team Match Play Championship
Known Simply as…..The Cup!

https://stepbystepgolf.org/seminar-schedule/
https://stepbystepgolf.org/tournament-schedule/
https://stepbystepgolf.org/news/
https://stepbystepgolf.org/clubhouse
https://stepbystepgolf.org/pro-shop/


Day Time Description Details

Thursday

11:00 on Mossy Oak
11:12 on Mossy Oak
11:24 on Mossy Oak
11:40 on Old Waverly

Robillard, Robillard, Minor, Worrell
Elam 3-some
Elam 3-some
Sims & Sims

$140 green fees paid out of pocket
$140 green fees paid out of pocket
$140 green fees paid out of pocket
$105 green fees paid out of pocket 

Beginning at 3:00pm Condo Check-in Lodge Check in Building (see map on last page)

5:30-9:00pm Welcome Dinner & Fellowship Meeting #2 Anthony's Steakhouse 122 W. Main St, West Point MS

Friday

7:00am Breakfast on Your Own Bottom Level of OW Clubhouse (near putting green)

8:30am First Tee Time of Round 1 Old Waverly 

Immediately After Round Lunch & Round 2 Pairings Order Your Lunch at the Terrace Patio 

2:30pm First Tee Time of Round 2 Old Waverly 

7:00-9:00pm Dinner & Fellowship Meeting #3 Condo 8 

Saturday 

7:00am Breakfast on Your Own Old Waverly clubhouse or Mossy Oak clubhouse 

8:24am First Tee Time of Round 3 Mossy Oak (located across the main street from OW)

Immediately After Round Lunch & Round 4 Pairings Order Your Lunch in the Mossy Oak Pro Shop (grill)

2:24pm First Tee Time of Round 4 Mossy Oak 

7:00-9:00pm Dinner & Fellowship Meeting #4 Condo 8

Sunday

7:30am Group Pictures on Putting Green Old Waverly 

8:30am Round 5 Begins Old Waverly 

Immediately After Round Champions Lunch & Trophy Presentation Terrace Patio 

https://www.anthonysgoodfoodmarket.com/


Marc Robillard 
American Team Captain

15 Years

Nick Robillard 
American Team Vice Captain

7 Years

Joshua Elam
National Team Captain

6 Years

John Dobbins
National Team Vice Captain

4 Years



Scoring: 120 Points Available
60 ½ Points Wins the Cup

In the Case of a 60-60 Tie:
Memorial Cup will be decided in a sudden death playoff commencing on hole #1 of the Sunday course, or whatever hole as determined by the Tournament Committee.   The format 
will be team total and the participants will be determined from Round 5 scoring.  The match that ended in the closest score of all four matches will be the match that competes in the 
playoff.  If two or more matches ended with the same score, the pairing with the highest ranked seed will be the representative.

Summary:
Round 1 and Round 3 will feature Best Ball on the front nine and Modified Alternate Shot on the back nine in a traditional match play competition. The side that wins the front nine 
will earn 2 points.  The side that wins the back nine will earn 2 points.  The side that wins the overall match wins 1 bonus point.  Even though the format changes on hole 10, the 
overall match will continue.  Reminder:  It’s possible for the back nine to be decided before the overall match is decided, so keep fighting for the extra point in that case.  
Round 2 and Round 4 will feature a 9-hole scramble competition.  In this format, each hole stands alone and is worth 0.5 points.  The side earning the most points will win an 
additional 0.5 bonus points.  Therefore, each match is worth a total of 5 points.  In the case of a tie, both sides will split the bonus point resulting in a 2.5 to 2.5 tie.  
Round 5 is a new format for Memorial Cup.  It will be a team total, meaning, each player will play his own ball from tee to green and then add the score together with his partner.  The 
side with the lowest total for the hole wins the hole.  The side winning the front nine match earns 4 points.  The side winning the back nine match earns 4 points.  The side winning the 
overall match earns 2 bonus points.  There will be a total of 10 points available in each match.  (This is NOT total shamble, so there is no “best drive”.)  



Format & Tee Times

Fri 
AM

Fri 
PM

Sat 
AM

Sat 
PM

Sun 
AM



Tournament Hardware
• The Memorial Cup 

With all due respect to the Green Jacket, the Claret Jug, 
and the Ryder Cup, the Memorial Cup is OUR trophy and 
will be awarded to the winning captain of this year’s 
tournament.  Captains that win the Cup for the first time 
will take the trophy home for the year.  Captains that 
have previously won the Cup may choose a player from 
his team to be the honorary trophy winner for the year.  

• The Larry Powell MOP Trophy
At the conclusion of the tournament, the Tournament 
Director, along with the team captains, will select one 
player to receive the Larry Powell Most Outstanding 
Participant Trophy.  This award is given to the player that 
not only contributes the most to his team, but also 
represents the purpose of the event, just as Larry Powell 
did at the 2011 Memorial Cup.  This award was named in 
Larry’s honor following his passing in the spring of 2012.  



Tournament History

Year Winning Captain Location Winning Team

2003 Cliff Walston Gulf Shores, AL (Rock Creek, Craft Farms, Peninsula) Americans

2004 Ryan Duman Scottsdale, AZ (Estrella Mountain, Rancho Manana, We Ko Pa) Nationals

2005 Jake Dunlap Orlando, FL (Orange County National, Disney Magnolia) Americans

2006 Michael Hurst Amelia Island Resort Nationals

2007 Chris LeBoeuf Gulf Shores, AL (Craft Farms, Kiva Dunes) Nationals

2008 Gary Eubanks RTJ Golf Trail (Grand National, Ross Bridge) Americans

2009 Jim Key RTJ Golf Trail (Capitol Hill) Nationals

2010 Gary Eubanks PGA Village (Wannamaker, Ryder, Dye) Americans

2011 Todd Gober World Golf Village (Golf Club at Southhampton, King & Bear) Americans

2012 Jim Key The Summit at Fort Payne, AL (RTJ Hampton Cove, Gadsden CC, Limestone Springs) Nationals

2013 Jason LeBoeuf Pinehurst (Course #3, Course #4, Course #1, Course #7) Americans

2014 Shawn Kight Old Waverly (MSU Course, Old Waverly) Americans

2015 Todd Gober Gulf Shores, AL (Craft Farms, Peninsula, Kiva Dunes) Americans

2016 Todd Gober Farmlinks Golf Club Americans

2017 Todd Gober RTJ Grand National (Lakes, Links) Americans

2018 Shawn Kight Pine Needles Resort (Pine Needles, Mid Pines) Americans

2019 Joshua Elam Bay Hill Club & Lodge (Charger Course, Championship Course) Nationals



Rooming Assignments

Check In Procedures:
1) Call Renee prior to May 20th at (662) 495-5485.  

Tell her you’re with the Gober Golf Group.
2) Give your credit card information to Renee which 

will generate an access card for you to use while 
on property.

3) When you arrive on property, stop by the lodge 
check-in building to obtain your access card.  

4) You will use this access card for incidental 
purchases while on property.

*Note:  Lunches will be charged to the Gober master 
account each day.  It is your responsibility to make 
sure your lunch is charged to the master, but 
anything else you buy is charged to your access card. 



Hole-in-One Challenge
This year, each participant has an opportunity to win $2,000!
(And whether you win or not, your donation is an investment in the ministry.)

Here’s how it works:

• Make a $50 donation to Step by Step Golf before the deadline of 9:00pm on Thursday night, May 28th.  
• A minimum of 10 participants is required for the Challenge to be in effect.  
• The player making the first-hole-in-one of the tournament, on a par 3 hole, from their assigned tee marker, while playing their actual 

shot for the hole, wins $2,000.  
• A minimum of three witnesses will be required.  
• The Challenge is in effect for all par 3’s during all five rounds, until the first hole-in-one is made.  

Your donation is your entry, which may be made through these options anytime between now and Thursday, May 28th at 9:00 pm central 
time.  Please include a note indicating “MC 2020 hole-in-one challenge”.  

Venmo user-name: @sbsgolf
Pay Pal user-name:      @sbsgolf (please avoid the option that charges a fee)
Online Donation:         stepbystepgolf.org/donate/

Cash payments will be accepted at the registration table of the Welcome Dinner.  

Donations are 

used for future 

player scholarships 

and helping to 

offse the cost of 

our educational 

seminars!

https://stepbystepgolf.org/donate/


Tips & Reminders
• Please tip the cart boys appropriately before and after each round.  
• Take your clubs with you each evening since we are changing courses each day.  
• Breakfast is on your own.  Grills in the clubhouse should be open, but remember, all things are up in the air due to COVID-19.  

Consider bringing breakfast items and snacks to have in your condo.  
• Lunch will be provided on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.  You will order your lunch from the grill immediately after finishing play.  

Ask the servers to charge your lunch to the Gober Golf Master account.   
• Dinner will be provided on Thursday at Anthony’s Steakhouse, and Friday/Saturday we will cater food to Cottage 8.  
• Old Waverly is in the middle of nowhere.  If you want groceries/snacks for your condo, bring them with you.  
• Don’t forget the two most important things…..baby powder and ear plugs.  Both are critical.  
• Save the Players Guide to your phone or print a copy and bring it.  It is your responsibility to know the itinerary, your assigned tee 

markers, your tee times, the playing format, and the location of the meetings.  
• You will receive a team shirt to wear on Sunday.  Captains may be giving additional direction for team dress code on Friday and 

Saturday.  
• The first official gathering will be the Thursday night Welcome Dinner at Anthony’s Steakhouse, located at 122 Main St, West 

Point, MS.  



Etiquette
Players:  Please be encouraged to think about the following etiquette tips.  

While many of you may not think about these things in your typical round of golf, remember that other people do.  

These etiquette tips are very common in other competitive tournaments and should be considered in the Memorial Cup:  

● Mark your golf balls:  Playing the wrong ball carries a severe penalty in match play.  Mark your golf ball with personal markings to prevent potential 

wrong ball scenarios.  

● Tee boxes:  In the words of Mr. Arnold Palmer, the only person on the tee box should be the person playing the shot.  If you’re not the one playing the 

shot, please consider remaining on the edge of the tee box and away from the player’s peripheral vision.  When a right-handed golfer is teeing off, 

the most appropriate place to stand would be the right side/edge of the tee box.  

● Spot your ball:  If your ball is on the green, and it is not your turn to play, please spot your ball.  If you leave the ball laying on the green, you are 

telling the other players that you believe you have honors and are intending to play the shot.  

● Repair your ball marks:  Please keep a repair tool in your pocket, and click HERE for more information on the proper technique.  

● Cell phones: Tournament announcements and live scoring will be posted via text or social media.  While players are encouraged to use their phones 

for these updates, phones should not be used in any manner that is noticeable by the opponents.  Also, be careful that playing advice or other rules 

violations are not incurred as a result of using the cell phone.  

● Pace of play:  

● Avoid standing still or sitting in a cart watching your partner.  Always be doing something to prepare for your next shot.  Look for ways to go to 

your ball and plan your shot.  Look for ways to keep the cart moving forward.  Drive to the next tee box and record your scores there.  

● If you need to walk ahead, or if we’re playing cart path only, take multiple clubs.   Guess at the yardage and take 4 clubs with you.  

● Be aware of your time when you make the turn.   If you need to hit the restroom or the snack shop, do it fast.  

● You should always be within one hole of the group in front.  If the group in front gets more than one hole ahead, you are behind and you need 

to catch up.  Talk to your playing partners about playing ready golf.  

https://www.usga.org/articles/2018/07/repairing-ball-marks--5-things-every-golfer-should-know-.html


The Memorial Cup Men’s Team Match Play Championship is owned and operated by Step by Step Golf and will be contested 

in accordance with Step by Step Golf rules.  It is the responsibility of each player to understand and honor the rules of the event.  

All Step by Step Golf tournaments are contested according to USGA rules. 
USGA Rule 3.2 specifically discusses match play, with 3.2.D specifically stating the following:  
In a match, you should protect your own rights and interests under the Rules:
• If you know or believe that your opponent has breached a Rule that has a penalty, you may act on the breach or choose to ignore it.
• But if you and your opponent deliberately agree to ignore a breach or penalty you both know applies, you are both disqualified.
• If you and your opponent disagree whether one of you has breached a Rule, you may protect your rights by asking for a ruling.

Step by Step Golf declares the following local rules to be in effect: 

• The highest score a player may record on a hole is triple bogey, even if the ball is never holed.   

• A player may be disqualified from a hole if the rules of golf deem DQ.  In formats where four balls are in play, such as best ball, the player’s partner may continue the hole.  In formats 

when the ball is combined such as alternate shot and total shamble, the entire team will be disqualified for that hole.

• The most severe penalty allowed is disqualification for one hole.  For no reason will a team be disqualified from an entire match.    

• All white penalty areas (out of bounds) and yellow penalty areas are to be played as if they are red penalty areas (lateral). This means if your ball is certain, or virtually certain that it is 

located within a white or yellow penalty area, the player may select from the same four options that are available for red (lateral) penalty areas.  Those four options are: 

1) play it as it lies in the penalty area                                          , 2) take a drop within two club lengths of where the ball cross the margin of the penalty area with a one stroke 

penalty, 3) take a drop on an extended line defined by the point where the ball crossed the margin of the penalty area and the pin with a one stroke penalty, or 4) replay the 

last shot with a one stroke penalty.  For pace of play purposes, option 4 is only in play if the player selects this option before leaving the location of the shot last played.  In 

other words, the option of replaying the shot is eliminated once the player leaves the area.  

• If a player has reason to believe that a ball is lost or out of bounds, he/she may choose to replay the shot and declare it as a provisional.  If the original ball is found, it is in play and the  

provisional ball may not be played.  If the original ball is not found, or if it is found out of out bounds, the provisional ball is automatically in play.  

• Balls lost in the “General Area” (meaning, an area of the golf course that is not marked by white, red, or yellow lines):  In this instance, the player may drop a ball, with a one stroke 

penalty, in the nearest area which is “one cut” better.  For example, a ball lost in the first cut of rough may be dropped in the nearest closely mown area (fairway) no closer to the hole.  

A ball lost in the second cut of rough may be dropped in the nearest first cut of rough, no closer to the hole.  A ball lost in the tall fescue grass may be dropped in the nearest cut of 

rough, no closer to the hole.  The intent of this local rule is two-fold, first to help with pace of play by eliminating stroke and distance, and second to give the player a fair swing 

at the next shot.

Step by Step Golf:  Tournament Rules

(not an option if OB)

https://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/rules/rules-2019/players-edition/definitions.html#_bbfcc8cc-aacd-4b51-a4bb-a0c83be49afe
https://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/rules/rules-2019/players-edition/definitions.html#_bbfcc8cc-aacd-4b51-a4bb-a0c83be49afe
https://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/rules/rules-2019/players-edition/definitions.html#_bbfcc8cc-aacd-4b51-a4bb-a0c83be49afe


Step by Step Golf Local Rules:  continued
• Range finders without the use of slope are permissible.  

• The one ball rule is NOT in effect. 

• Drop areas:  For any hole that has a designated drop area, this option is in play.  The forward-most tee box is also designated drop area 

on every hole.  Players may drop on any portion of the closely mown area of the most forward tee box and will incur a 1-stroke penalty.

• Step by Step Golf tee markers:  On occasion, SBS Golf will create its own playing yardage and will mark the tee boxes either with 

painted dots or USA flags.  There may be times when a tee marker is defined only with one dot, or one flag, and therefore the teeing line 

is not clearly defined.  Players are asked to tee their ball equal to or behind the dot, but should not be penalized if they are slightly ahead of the marker.  

Please allow 5 yards of grace and provide one warning before calling a penalty on an opponent, unless the first offense is egregious.  

In that case, please consider allowing the player to replay the shot from the correct teeing area without penalty.  

• In the scramble format, because one player is allowed (actually required) to put their hand on the ball, SBS Golf allows both players to put their hand on the ball.  For example, if Player A 

and B are partners in a scramble, and they select Player A’s drive, Player B will then lift, clean, and place his ball at the location of Player A’s ball.  Player A is therefore allowed to also lift,

clean, and place his ball on the same shot.   ( This includes shots played from a penalty area.)  

• In best ball and modified alternate shot, we will play the ball DOWN unless weather dictates otherwise.  In modified alternate shot, the ball selected must be the ball that is played and 

holed.  Players may not replace with their own ball.  

• There is never a situation in match play where you should play two balls due to a rules question.  The options are 1) come to agreement with your opponent, or 2) call for help. 

• When a situation is handled and decided among the two opponents, or includes input from the rules official, once agreement is made, whether in alignment with the rules or not, the 

situation is deemed to be over and final.  Therefore, when a hole is completed, there is no going back.  When the match is deemed to be completed, it is also over and no going back.

• Players are encouraged to read USGA Rule 16 in reference to abnormal playing conditions.   Mossy Oak has many areas that would qualify.  We will follow USGA rules, with two of our 

own modifications:  1) Sand cart paths that are clearly defined cart paths, will play as free relief.  2) Scatter areas worn down by cart traffic will play as free relief.  

• Weather delays will be determined by the Tournament Committee.  Players should continue playing until they are notified by the Tournament Committee, usually by the sounding of an 

air horn or text from the Tournament Director.  

• Step by Step Golf local rules as it pertains to COVID-19:

1) For bunkers that should normally be raked, but a rake is not provided, the player may lift, clean, and place the ball anywhere in the same bunker, no closer to the hole.  

Remember that waste bunkers are NOT intended to be raked and therefore free relief is not provided.

2) For cups that are turned upside down, or contain some type of contraption that prevents the ball from falling all the way to the bottom, the ball must come to rest 
inside the hole in order to be counted as holed.  If a ball bounces out of the hole as a result of bouncing off the bottom of the cup, or a contraption inside the cup, the ball 
does not count as holed. The only other way a ball can count as holed is when the putt is conceded by the opponent. Old Waverly recommends that we leave the pin in, 
but this is not a requirement.  Players may choose to remove the pin if they prefer. 



Main Entrance 
(use this one)

Main Clubhouse

Park on the left 
side of clubhouse 
near bag drop and 

pro shop 
Check In Here for 

Condo Keys 

Mossy Oak
(Saturday)

Condos
145
149
197

Overlooking #10 
fairway 

Cottage #8

Scotland Yard 
Condos

Overlooking #10 
green


